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bstract

The 3D implementation of a previously developed 2D PEMFC model [N.P. Siegel, M.W. Ellis, D.J. Nelson, M.R. von Spakovsky, A two-
imensional computational model of a PEMFC with liquid water transport, J. Power Sources 128 (2) (2004) 173–184; N.P. Siegel, M.W. Ellis, D.J.
elson, M.R. von Spakovsky, Single domain PEMFC model based on agglomerate catalyst geometry, J. Power Sources 115 (2003) 81–89] has
een used to analyze the various pathways by which temperature affects the operation of a proton exchange membrane fuel cell [M. Coppo, CFD
nalysis and experimental investigation of proton exchange membrane fuel cells, Ph.D. Dissertation, Politecnico di Torino, Turin, Italy, 2005]. The
riginal model, implemented in a specially modified version of CFDesign® [CFDesign® V5.1, Blue Ridge Numerics, 2003], accounts for all of
he major transport processes including: (i) a three-phase model for water transport in the liquid, vapor and dissolved phases, (ii) proton transport,
iii) gaseous species transport and reaction, (iv) an agglomerate model for the catalyst layers and (v) gas phase momentum transport. Since the
etails of it have been published earlier [N.P. Siegel, M.W. Ellis, D.J. Nelson, M.R. von Spakovsky, A two-dimensional computational model of a
EMFC with liquid water transport, J. Power Sources 128 (2) (2004) 173–184; N.P. Siegel, M.W. Ellis, D.J. Nelson, M.R. von Spakovsky, Single
omain PEMFC model based on agglomerate catalyst geometry, J. Power Sources 115 (2003) 81–89; N.P. Siegel, Development and validation
f a computational model for a proton exchange membrane fuel cell, Ph.D. Dissertation, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
lacksburg, VA, 2003], only new features are briefly discussed in the present work. In particular, the model has been extended in order to account

or the temperature dependence of all of the physical properties involved in the model formulation. Moreover, a novel model has been developed
o describe liquid water removal from the gas diffusion layer (GDL) surface by advection due to the interaction of the water droplets and the gas
tream in the gas flow channels (GFC). The complete cell model has been validated against experimentally measured polarization curves, showing
ood accuracy in reproducing cell performance over a wide range of operating temperatures and making it possible to use the model to study

he effect of temperature-dependent parameter variations on cell performance. An important conclusion of the study found that both liquid water
ransport within the GDL and liquid water removal from the surface of the GDL play a crucial role in determining variations in cell performance
ith temperature.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
The proton exchange membrane fuel cell has been the subject
f an ever-increasing number of modelling efforts for the past
5 years. Undoubtedly, this growing interest has been caused by

Abbreviations: CCL, cathode catalyst layer; GDL, gas diffusion layer; GDP,
as diffusion parameter; GFC, gas flow channel; MEA, membrane electrode
ssembly; PEMFC, proton exchange membrane fuel cell
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ncreasing concerns about pollution and possible anthropogenic
lobal warming and the consequent research for alternative
nergy systems that could satisfy the energy demands in a cleaner
ay, such as those based on hydrogen. Because hydrogen must
e produced from other chemical species, the devices that use
t to generate electric power must be highly efficient in order
o make the entire process energy and cost effective. Accurate

umerical models represent a powerful tool for improving fuel
ell design, and they have been growing in complexity and accu-
acy as cheap computational power and better cell understanding
as become available.
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Nomenclature

Symbol
A electrode active area (l mm−1)
c molar concentration (mol mm−3)
CD drag coefficient
D diffusion coefficient (mm2 s−1)
F Faraday’s constant (C mol−1)
j volumetric/exchange current density (A mm−3)
J superficial current density (A mm−2)
K hydraulic permeability (mm2)
L length (mm)
R universal gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
s pore saturation
S volumetric source term (g mm−3 s−1)
T temperature (K)
u velocity (mm s−1)
w mass fraction
We Weber number

Greek letter
α charge transfer coefficient
ε porosity
γ concentration ratio exponent
η overpotential (V)
λ membrane water content
ν kinematic viscosity (mm2 s−1)∏

diffusion effectiveness
θ water contact angle (rad)
ρ density (g mm−3)
σ conductivity (S mm−1)
τ tortuosity
ψ liquid-to-gas velocity ratio
Σ surface tension (�N mm−1)

Subscript
c cathode
H2O water
i ionic
l liquid
O2 oxygen
s saturation
0 reference value

Superscript
eff effective
l liquid
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A number of one- and two-dimensional computational mod-
ls were developed [6–12] but, although they represent signifi-

ant advances in fuel cell modelling, it has been shown [3] that
ransport processes occurring in a PEM fuel cell are intrinsically
hree-dimensional. As a result, it is not possible to accurately
redict cell performance unless a realistic, 3D description of
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he cell geometry is considered. Two-dimensional models are
nadequate because they only consider areas where cell effi-
iency is the largest, thus, strongly overestimating the limiting
urrent unless heavy model tuning is performed. Obviously, this
mpedes their use as design tools.

Moreover, most models do not include the description of
he two-phase flow that takes place in the gas distributor chan-
els. However, the advective removal of liquid water from the
DL surface has been shown to affect the saturation level of

he gas diffusion electrode [3], thus, strongly affecting mass
ransport related voltage losses. Physical properties of elec-
rodes and gas species and their dependence on temperature also
ignificantly affect cell performance. Probably for this reason,
ost works presenting cell models, even three-dimensional ones

13,14], show comparisons between experimentally measured
nd numerically obtained data for only one temperature level.

In the present work, a three-dimensional model of a proton
xchange membrane fuel cell was used to investigate the effect of
perating temperature on cell performance. The model includes
description of two-phase flow in the gas flow channels along
ith physical property temperature dependencies.

. Mathematical model development

In order to obtain a fully three-dimensional implementa-
ion of the cell model previously developed [1,2], an adequate
escription of the water removal process occurring at the inter-
ace between the GDL and GFC was required. For this reason,
means for calculating the liquid water velocity field in the gas
istributor channels without solving a second momentum con-
ervation equation was devised. It was assumed that, in terms
f direction, both phases shared the same velocity field but had
ifferent magnitudes (i.e. the liquid phase could move slower
han the gas phase). Furthermore, a simple mechanical model
as used to evaluate the interaction between the gas stream and

he liquid water droplets at the GDL/GFC interface. The model
ses one of two types of transport processes depending on the
ow regime. When the flow surrounding the droplet is laminar,
o transverse velocity is present. In this regime, water droplets
ove along the GDL surface as a result of forces acting on the

roplets due to viscous drag and surface tension. The viscous
rag and surface tension forces can be expressed in terms of the
roplet diameter, drag coefficient, gas and liquid velocity, sur-
ace tension and the contact angle. An expression for the ratio
f the liquid phase and gas phase velocities can then be obtained
y imposing mechanical equilibrium on the forces acting on the
roplet. This expression is called the advection coefficient, ψ,
nd has the form:

= 1 − 2

√
2 sin θ

WeCD
(1)

here the contact angle (θ), drag coefficient and Weber number

epend on, or contain properties that depend on temperature.
he last two terms are also functions of gas velocity, which
aries with temperature for constant mass flow rate conditions,
hile the water contact angle was shown to be temperature-
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional computational domain: (1) anode gas channel, (2)
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considers phenomena occurring on a “slice” of cell cut halfway
through the channel height. It has been shown [3,5] that this is the
region of highest current production and that, departing from it,
62 M. Coppo et al. / Journal of P

ependent in tests carried out at the Politecnico di Torino [3]
sing digital image analysis techniques. It was found that for
he GDL material (E-TEK1 ELAT HT 1400-W) used in MEA
abrication at Virginia Tech, the following correlation relating
emperature to contact angle held:

= −0.9444

(
T

T0

)
+ 3.422 (2)

here T0 = 298 K and the contact angle is expressed in radians.2

When the droplet on the GDL surface is exposed to turbulent
ow, it is assumed that local gas phase velocity fluctuations are
ufficient to dislodge the droplet from the GDL surface. In the
bsence of a surface tension force to balance the viscous drag,
he droplet accelerates until it reaches the gas phase velocity.
nder these conditions the advection coefficient ψ approaches
nity.

Having defined the liquid phase velocity field, it is possible
o solve the liquid water transport equation in all of the regions
f the fuel cell. The transport equation for liquid water is solved
n terms of the liquid water saturation, which is the ratio of the
ocal liquid water volume to local pore volume. The mathemat-
cal model is completed with the addition of a series of closure
elations, which include a correlation for the flow of liquid water
y capillary action through the porous media (represented as
diffusive process although it is in fact advective) as well as

elations for physical properties such as density, viscosity and
urface tension. The electrochemical characteristics of carbon
upported platinum electrodes with a Nafion electrolyte were
btained from [15] for several temperature levels.

. Experimental setup and model validation

The cell used to obtain experimental data for model valida-
ion had a single pass serpentine flow field and an active area of
cm2. A three-dimensional computational domain was defined
y neglecting the bends in the serpentine channel while preserv-
ng the total length, as shown in Fig. 1. An MEA was fabricated
nd tested to characterize its performance at different temper-
tures and gas inlet conditions as well as to evaluate certain
eometric and physical properties. The mathematical model was
hen validated experimentally and some of the results of the
alidation process are summarized in Fig. 2, which shows a
eries of polarization curves taken over a range of temperatures.
he predicted curves are in good agreement with experimental
ata across the entire operating range. Furthermore, it should be
oted that, once the model was tuned for the base case condi-
ions (T = 333 K), it was not adjusted further, i.e. no ‘knobs’ were
urned in order to match the experimental data at other temper-

ture levels. A similar figure showing good agreement between
redicted and experimental changes in performance due to vari-
tions in cathode inlet relative humidity is given in [3]. These
alidation cases serve to establish confidence in the ability of

1 www.etek-inc.com.
2 The internal GDL contact angle is assumed to be identical to the surface
ontact angle at the GDL/GFC interface.
node gas diffusion layer, (3) anode catalyst layer, (4) polymer electrolyte mem-
rane, (5) cathode catalyst layer, (6) cathode gas diffusion layer and (7) cathode
as channel.

he model to accurately predict the performance of the test cell
nder a variety of conditions, making it possible to use the model
s a design tool and as a means of studying the effects that con-
ribute to cell performance and how these effects are related to
ell temperature.

In order to emphasize the fact that the phenomena that gov-
rn fuel cell operation are intrinsically three-dimensional, and
hus, only a 3D model can correctly repoduce them, the same

athematical model was run on both a 2D and a 3D compu-
ational domain. From Fig. 3, it is evident that the 2D model
reatly overestimates cell performance, since such a model only
Fig. 2. 3D model validation at different temperature levels.

http://www.etek-inc.com/
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ig. 3. Effect of three dimensions vs. two dimensions on model predictions.

ell current decreases, especially in the zones under the channel
alls. As a result, 2D models fail to correctly estimate cell per-

ormance, unless strong parameter tuning is adopted,3 because
uch models evaluate performance only at the “best conditions”.
his, of course, is not the case for well-developed 3D models
uch as the one used here which quite accurately reproduces the
xperimental data, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

. Results: temperature effects

As it can be seen from Fig. 2, temperature influences the
olarization curve over the entire operating range of the cell.
owever, as current increases the main cause of voltage loss

hanges, so that, for low currents, (0 A cm−2 < J < 0.2 A cm−2)
eaction activation losses dominate, in the intermediate range
f currents (0.2 A cm−2 < J < 0.7 A cm−2), ohmic losses are pre-
onderant, and finally, for higher currents, mass transport losses
revail. Furthermore, it follows that temperature influences cell
erformance in these three regimes to the extent that it affects
he leading loss phenomenon. For this reason, in the following
iscussion, temperature effects on the polarization curve will be
tudied separately for each operating regime. However, before
roceeding, it is useful to recall the relations that describe the
hysical phenomena that are relevant to this analysis.

The model used here to relate cell current and cathode overpo-
ential (voltage losses) is, essentially, the Butler–Volmer model
or reaction kinetics in which an effectiveness term, Πc, has
een introduced. For the cathode catalyst layer:

c = Πc(1 − s)Ajref
c

(
c

p
O2
ref

)yc
cO2

×
[

exp

(
αcF

RT
ηc

)
− exp

(
−αcF

RT
ηc

)]
(3)

3 In other words, certain model parameters, such as tortuosity, porosity, kinetic
arameters, etc., are arbitrarily modified.
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he effectiveness accounts for the resistance to oxygen diffu-
ion posed by the polymer material surrounding the reaction
ites within the agglomerate structures of the catalyst layer [2].
n additional term, (1 − s), where s represents liquid water satu-

ation, accounts for the deactivation of reaction sites due to local
ore flooding. In the following discussion, we will be studying
he effect of temperature on each term that appears in Eq. (3),
nd thus, its effect on cell voltage.

The diffusion characteristics of the porous media do not
hange with temperature but, because they affect the rela-
ive importance of each (temperature-dependent) transport phe-
omenon, it is interesting to see how temperature effects on the
olarization curve change as the porous medium structure does.
hus, in the following analysis, the parameter:

DP = ε

τL

τ0L0

ε0
in the GDL (4)

r

DP = ε1.5

L

L0

ε1.5
0

in the CCL (5)

s defined and used to characterize the porous media. The gas dif-
usion parameter (GDP) is a function of porosity (ε), tortuosity
τ) and layer thickness (L). A reference value of GDP, charac-
eristic of the diffusion medium, was used in the experiments
s well as a lower one, characteristic of media with worse gas
iffusion properties.

Finally, liquid water transport primarily influences cell oper-
tion in the high current region of the polarization curve. In the
resent model, Eq. (6) is used to calculate the distribution of liq-
id water in the gas channels and porous electrodes. Its solution
ields the pore saturation, s:

∂s

∂t
+ �∇ · (�uls) − �∇ · (Dl

H2O
�∇s) = Ss

ρl
H2O

(6)

t is worth noting that in porous media the gas phase velocity
ecomes so small as not to influence the liquid phase, due to the
egligible amount of momentum exchanged between the phases.
hus, the advective term drops off, as water flow is driven by
apillary pressure only. At these conditions, it is possible to
reat this as a diffusive process, defining a suitable diffusion
oefficient for liquid water such as:

l(θ>90◦)
H2O = Σs3

√
εK cos θ

νl
H2Oρ

l
H2O

(1.417 + 4.240s+ 3.789s2) (7)

his was obtained by using Leverett’s equation to characterize
apillary pressure as a function of saturation so that its diffusiv-
ty actually depends on saturation, giving Eq. (6) a non-linear
ature.

.1. Activation regime
In the activation region, cell current density is low so that
oth mass transport losses due to limited oxygen diffusivity and
lectrode saturation are negligible. As a result, diffusion effec-
iveness is also relatively high and constant with temperature. It
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Table 1
Activation overpotential dependence on temperature

Temperature (K) jref
c (A mm−3) αc wO2/w

ref
O2

ηc(T)/ηc(303)

303 4.38e−12 0.89 0.069 1.00
313 7.10e−12 0.89 0.068 1.00
323 1.27e−11 0.89 0.066 1.00
333 1.88e−11 0.92 0.062 0.98
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Table 2
Ohmic overpotential dependence on temperature

Temperature (K) D
p
H2O (mm2 s−1) σeff

i (T )/σeff
i (303) ηc(T)/ηc(303)

303 1.30e−4 1.00 1.00
313 1.68e−4 1.15 0.87
323 2.13e−4 1.31 0.76
333 2.67e−4 1.48 0.67
3
3

H
d
e
T
c
e
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o

p
p
a
t
b
t
o
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g
i
m
t
water increases with temperature, which leads to a greater overall
water content and a corresponding increase in ionic conductivity.
43 3.33e−11 0.95 0.056 0.95
53 5.42e−11 0.96 0.047 0.94

ollows that higher temperature affects the shape of the polar-
zation curve mainly through higher values of both reference
xchange current density and charge transfer coefficient, as well
s directly by appearing in the exponential part of the reaction
inetics model.

Despite the fact that we can neglect changes in oxygen con-
entration across the GDL due to low current production, we
ust take into account the fact that temperature influences the

raction of water in the gas mixture, and thus, that of oxygen. As
result, the concentration-dependent term plays a relevant role

n this region too.
By inverting Eq. (3) and considering, for our purposes, a

alue of current density typical of the activation loss region
J = 0.05 A cm−2), one can estimate the cathode activation over-
otential variation with temperature. In order to do so, values of
lectrode properties at various temperature levels are required.
hese are obtained from [15]. Table 1 presents the results of this
nalysis in the rightmost column, where the overpotential vari-
tion with respect to the reference case (303 K) is reported. As
an be seen, temperature causes an increase in kinetic parame-
ers, while it reduces the concentration term, because the oxygen

ass fraction decreases at higher temperatures, as more water
s present in the gas mixture. The increase in kinetics some-
hat offsets the reduction in oxygen concentration, so that the
et result is a decrease of the cathode activation overpotential
ith temperature. In terms of cell performance, this is desirable
ecause lower ovepotentials result in higher cell voltage (and
hus, efficiency). However, this effect is mitigated somewhat by
he fact that the open circuit voltage decreases for higher values
f temperature.

.2. Ohmic regime

In the ohmic region of the polarization curve, the total
athode overpotential is primarily a result of ohmic losses in
he membrane, particularly on the anode side, due to mem-
rane dryout caused by electro-osmotic drag. As a result,
he temperature-dependent, loss-controlling parameters in this
egion are membrane ionic conductivity and dissolved water dif-
usivity. The latter influences the former because, for the same
urrent density, a higher diffusivity implies a more uniform dis-
olved water distribution, thus, eliminating zones of very low

onductivity.

In order to study how these temperature-dependent prop-
rties affect ohmic losses in the cell, let us consider that the
lectro-osmotic drag is mainly dependent on current density.

F
i
m
r

43 3.29e−4 1.66 0.60
53 4.02e−4 1.84 0.54

ence, for a given value of current density, it follows from the
issolved water transport equation that the water content gradi-
nt will increase as the relative diffusion coefficient decreases.
hus, by solving this equation, one obtains the polymer water
ontent profiles for each temperature level. With this, one can
stimate membrane conductivity, and ultimately, ohmic over-
otential. Table 2 presents the results of this analysis, obtained
y applying the procedure defined above and simulating cell
peration at 0.5 A cm−2.

The results clearly show the benefits of higher operating tem-
eratures when the cell is working in the ohmic region of its
olarization curve, because the portion of the open circuit volt-
ge lost to driving the flow of ions almost halved when increasing
he temperature from 303 to 353 K. The reason behind this can
e more effectively understood by looking at Fig. 4. It is clear
hat membrane conductivity increases not only because of its
wn dependence upon temperature [16], but also because the
ncreased diffusion coefficient of dissolved water (which, for a
iven membrane, is mainly function of temperature, as shown
n Fig. 4) allows a more uniform distribution of water in the

embrane, and thus, eliminates zones of high resistance to ion
ransport. In addition, the ability of the membrane to uptake
ig. 4. Temperature dependence of dissolved water diffusivity and membrane
onic conductivity; continuous lines were obtained with a reference value of

embrane water content (λ= 16) while dashed lines show the effect of a 50%
eduction in λ on the same variables.
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of oxygen mass fraction and diffusivity for
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of kinetic and diffusion-in-polymer parame-
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xygen diffusion in both the GDL and CCL; continuous lines are based on a
eference value of GDP while dashed lines are based on a 44% reduction in
DP.

.3. Mass transport limited regime

In the mass transport limited region, in addition to ohmic and
ctivation losses, cell voltage is strongly affected by resistance
o reactant transport, given the high mass flow rate required to
ustain the electrochemical reactions at such a high rate. Tem-
erature effects on this region, and in particular, on the limiting
urrent, are some of the most difficult to explain because of the
any phenomena that interact with and influence each other at

igh current density. In order to understand the mechanisms by
hich temperature influences limiting current, its influence on

ach phenomenon and parameter affecting maximum current
ensity was analyzed.

.4. Oxygen transport

Oxygen transport limitations affect the limiting current due to
he diffusion resistance of the GDL, since the flow rate necessary
o produce an ever higher current4 is generated by increasing the
oncentration gradient across the GDL, assuming, of course,
hat the fraction of oxygen at the channel inlet is fixed. Oxygen

ass transport becomes limiting with respect to the reaction rate
hen its concentration reaches very small values in the catalyst

ayer. The current at which this happens depends on the oxygen
iffusion resistance and the initial value of concentration at the
ell inlet, both of which are temperature-dependent.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, oxygen diffusivity increases with
emperature. The GDP does not affect the relative change of
his parameter with temperature, because porosity, tortuosity

nd GDL thickness do not vary with temperature, and the depen-
ence upon saturation has been removed in order to study oxygen
ransport only. In this same figure, the actual-to-reference mass

4 For this study, temperature effects on mass transport are evaluated at a fixed
ell current density of 0.8 A cm−2.

i
i
i

t
e

ers; as before, since effectiveness depends on GDP, two trends are reported:
ontinuous lines based on a reference value of GDP and dashed lines based on
44% reduction in GDP.

raction ratio is both temperature- and GDP-dependent since,
ith fully humidified gases, the higher the temperature is, the
igher the water vapor mass fraction and the lower the oxygen
alue while the lower the GDP is, the lower the oxygen effective
iffusion coefficient and consequently the lower the oxygen con-
entration in the CCL. Fig. 5 presents two trends of the oxygen
ass fraction in the CCL and the ratio of mass fractions appear-

ng in the Butler–Volmer equation, because these quantities also
epend on GDP. The continuous lines refer to quantities eval-
ated using the reference value of GDP, while the dashed lines
emonstrate the effect of a reduction of GDP on these variables.
urthermore, the reported value of oxygen mass fraction in the
CL was divided by the value at the channel inlet. Thus, one
an see that in the absence of liquid water in the electrodes,
espite the increase in oxygen diffusivity with temperature, the
oncentration ratio that influences reaction kinetics decreases
ith temperature. The reason is that the beneficial effects of
igher temperature on diffusivity are offset by the detrimental
nes due to higher water content in the gas stream, and thus
educed oxygen concentration at the cell inlet.

.5. Kinetic parameters

The temperature effects on reaction kinetic parameters such
s the reference exchange current density (jref), the charge
ransfer coefficient (α) and the diffusion effectiveness (Π) are
hown in Fig. 6.5 Little change in the transfer coefficient is
bserved while exchange current density shows a 6-fold increase

n the range of 303–353 K. The behavior of the effectiveness is
nteresting because its trend changes based on the GDP. This
s explained by the fact that, if GDP is high, then the oxygen

5 Fig. 6 also shows an increase in effective O2 diffusivity in the polymer of
he agglomerates, while O2 solubility (Henry’s constant) slightly decreases. The
ffective diffusivity is the product of these two quantities and increases.
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oncentration remains relatively high in the catalyst layer even
t high temperatures due to modest gradients, since the control-
ing diffusion phenomenon (i.e. the one showing the highest
esistance) becomes oxygen transport in the polymer of the
gglomerate. The result is a higher effectiveness. However, after
certain temperature threshold (343 K in the above figure), oxy-
en transport in the gas phase is so affected by the reduced inlet
ass fraction that effectiveness again decreases. A discussion of

ow the temperature dependence of oxygen transport and reac-
ion kinetics affects cathode overpotential, and consequently,
ell voltage, is reported in [3].

.6. Liquid water transport

In what has been presented to this point, liquid water in the
lectrode (GDL/CCL) has so far been neglected. However, it
oes play a significant role in determining cell voltage and lim-
ting current. In our model, water transport in the porous media
as been modelled as capillary pressure driven flow. Thus, it
s possible to describe it as a diffusive process by defining a
uitable diffusivity in the liquid water transport equation (sat-
ration equation). This diffusivity depends non-linearly on the
ransported variable (saturation) as well as on surface tension,
ontact angle, kinematic viscosity and porosity. Thus, study-
ng the effects of only temperature on water transport required
plitting the definition of the liquid water diffusivity into a term
ontaining only functions of saturation, and another containing
nly physical properties. All the latter vary with temperature,
nd their combined effect on the saturation-independent part of
he diffusivity is presented in Fig. 7. It is interesting to note
hat the trends reported vary according to the value of contact

ngle used. The green lines (both continuous and dashed) refer
o contact angle values, which vary as in Eq. (2) above. The same
rend was also shifted down so that the highest value (at lowest
emperature) of θ was about 110◦. This allowed investigation of

ig. 7. Liquid water diffusivity dependence upon temperature and contact angle;
s before, since the diffusivity depends on GDP, two trends are reported: contin-
ous lines based on a reference value of GDP and dashed lines based on a 44%
eduction in GDP.
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he effect on liquid water transport of a less hydrophobic porous
edium.
The result as seen in Fig. 7 is that highly hydrophobic porous

aterials (the green lines) show values of water diffusivity that
onotonically increase within the temperature range consid-

red, while less hydrophobic porous media present a maximum
alue of diffusivity in the middle of the temperature range.
hese results show the importance of accurately characteriz-

ng the surface properties of diffusion media as the temperature
aries.

Now, if one assumes that the liquid water source in the cath-
de catalyst layer (due to production by reaction, transport by
lectro-osmotic drag and diffusion through the polymer) does
ot depend upon temperature,6 then an increase in the diffusiv-
ty is followed by a decrease in the saturation gradient so as to
eep the water flux constant. As the temperature rises, contact
ngle and surface tension decrease as does the kinematic viscos-
ty. The trends reported in Fig. 7 suggest that the latter presents
he largest variations, causing the diffusivity to increase so that
or a given cell current, the saturation gradient over the GDL
ecreases. Assuming for the sake of clarity that saturation in the
hannel equals zero at a short distance from the interface with
he GDL, a smaller saturation gradient implies a smaller abso-
ute value in the CCL, which in turn, results in an enhancement
f oxygen diffusivity and reaction kinetics at higher tempera-
ures and a detriment of the same properties if temperature is
educed.

Of course, since the liquid water diffusivity is a function of
aturation as well, the resulting trend of water content in the
ores is non-linear, which means that the actual value of satu-
ation affects its gradient. This, in turn, is a function of water
ux into the CCL as well as the flux out of the GDL/gas chan-
el interface. The latter, as mentioned earlier, is defined by the
nteraction of water droplets with the gas stream in the gas chan-
els and, as shown in [3], can be described as a function of
n appropriate advection coefficient with a strong dependence
pon temperature, i.e. increasing two orders of magnitude in the
ange from 333 to 353 K. The result is that the flux out of the
DL is greatly enhanced by an increase in temperature, lead-

ng to saturation levels in the GDL which are lower, and in turn
enefiting not only oxygen gas diffusion in the pores but in the
olymer phase of the agglomerates as well. The result is a greater
ffectiveness.

Thus, if both reaction kinetics and mass transport effects
hat include liquid water transport are taken into account when
redicting cell behavior, the most noticeable effect is a more pro-
ounced increase in oxygen diffusivity with temperature when
o liquid water is present (compare Fig. 8 with Figs. 5 and 6
bove). This in turn contributes to an increase of oxygen
ass fraction in the CCL over most of the temperature range
nd an increase in the concentration-dependent term of the
utler–Volmer equation. In contrast, the effect of saturation is

o invert the trends (at least for a large part of the temperature

6 With this assumption we are neglecting temperature induced variations of
issolved water diffusivity, which affect the magnitude of electro-osmotic drag.
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Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of quantities related to oxygen diffusion,
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Fig. 9. Effect of liquid water presence in the GDL on cell performance.
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ffected by the presence of liquid water in the diffusion media; as before, due to
DP dependence, two trends are reported: continuous lines based on a reference
alue of GDP and dashed lines based on a 44% reduction in GDP.

ange) seen previously in Figs. 5 and 6 for dry electrodes. Fur-
hermore, comparing the effectiveness curves, one notes that
aturation affects oxygen diffusivity in the polymer so strongly
s to double the effectiveness in the range from 303 to 343 K,
hile the dry electrode trends show only a 20% increase. It

s also interesting to note that the combined effect of liquid
ater and lower electrode GDP is that of reducing the oxy-
en concentration in the CCL, and thus, effectiveness, as well
s shifting the peak values of both of these variables to lower
emperatures. Thus, as one would expect, at lower temperature
nd GDP the cell performs badly since as the peak values of oxy-
en concentration in the CCL and effectiveness shift to lower
emperatures as well as lower values, the optimal operating tem-
erature decreases a bit as GDP decreases. This can be explained
y the fact that the concentration gradient will be steeper for a
ower GDP, and thus, the benefit of starting with higher concen-
ration in the gas channel (which happens at lower temperatures)
ffsets the decreased ability to get rid of water from the GDL,
esulting in a decrease in the value of the optimal operating
emperature.

Finally, the effects of liquid water and advection coefficient
n fuel cell performance are seen with the polarization curves
iven in Figs. 9 and 10. The results, for example, in Fig. 9 show
hat when liquid water diffusivity is reduced by 25% the limiting
urrent decreases by 7.1 and 5.1% at 333 and 353 K, respectively.
onversely, at these same temperatures, when the diffusivity

s increased by 50%, the limiting current increases by 9.5 and
.2%, respectively. These trends can also be analyzed in terms
f GDL hydrophobic effects on cell performance. In fact, the
equired reduction and increase in diffusivity were obtained by
arying the contact angle θ, i.e. the 25% reduction in liquid water
iffusivity was achieved by reducing the contact angle by 9%,

hile the 50% increase was obtained by increasing contact angle
y 13%.

Fig. 10 shows the effects of changes in the advection coef-
cient, indicating that these effects are more marked at lower

a
d
s
m

Fig. 10. Effect of advection coefficient on cell performance.

emperatures (±6% at 333 K versus ±3% at 353 K), since water
ransport inside the GDL is less efficient and the gas velocity
s lower.7 This allows the formation of bigger droplets on the
urface of the GDL/gas channel interface and in turn causes sat-
ration to increase in the GDL, reducing reactant diffusivity. The
ignificant effect on polarization seen in this figure demonstrates
he need for accurately characterizing two-phase mass transport
henomena at the interface between the gas channel and GDL.
ny model that does not is bound to be incomplete, since not
nly would water removal be incorrectly estimated, but so would
he estimation of limiting current and cell performance.
This happens because the stoichiometric ratio and, as a consequence, the dry
ir mass flow rate, are kept constant for all cell operating conditions. However,
ifferent temperature levels require different rates of water uptake in the dry gas
tream for complete humidification. Thus, the mass flow rate of the humidified
ixture in the channel varies with temperature, as velocity does.
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. Conclusions

The improved liquid water transport model, along with the
haracterization of physical properties dependence upon temper-
ture and the effects on oxygen diffusion of a catalyst layer made
p of agglomerates, has helped obtain a good agreement between
odel predictions and experimentally measured cell perfor-
ance over a wide temperature range. This has made it possible

o trust our model predictions, and thus, use them to investigate
ow temperature-dependent parameters affect cell operation.
ome of the conclusions drawn from our study include the fol-

owing:

Despite its presence in the denominator of the kinetics equa-
tion, higher temperature positively affects reaction kinetics
by strongly increasing the reference exchange current density
and weakly increasing the charge transfer coefficient.
In the ohmic region of the polarization curve, benefits of run-
ning the cell at higher temperature can be explained with the
higher membrane ionic conductivity caused both by temper-
ature itself and by an increase in membrane water content as
well as the diffusivity of water within the membrane, which
results in an increased and more homogeneous membrane
hydration level.
Higher temperatures also enhance oxygen diffusivity both in
the GDL pores and in the ion-conducting polymer. How-
ever, because hotter air needs to absorb more water vapor
to become saturated, the oxygen fraction at the cell inlet is
reduced as temperature is increased. This causes the oxy-
gen concentration in the cathode catalyst layer to be lower at
higher temperatures, despite the higher diffusivity. If liquid
water presence in the cell electrodes is not taken into account,
this reduction is found to offset all the beneficial effects of
higher temperatures on kinetic parameters, resulting in a cell
that shows a decrease in performance at higher temperatures.
The liquid water diffusion coefficient is coupled to tempera-
ture through the kinematic viscosity, contact angle and surface
tension, since the values of these properties decrease as the
water temperature increases. The level of hydrophobicity of
the GDL material affects how liquid water diffusivity changes
with temperature, because for slightly hydrophobic materi-
als (100◦ < θ < 110◦), the decrease in contact angle causes its
cosine to vary considerably so that in combination with a
decrease in surface tension, it counterbalances the decrease
in kinematic viscosity, thus, keeping diffusivity practically
constant with temperature. However, if a highly hydropho-
bic material (135◦ < θ < 150◦) is used as in our case, then a
reduction in kinematic viscosity prevails at higher tempera-
tures; and the result is a 1.7-fold increase in diffusivity when
temperature varies from 303 to 353 K.
Water removal by advection at the GDL/GC interface is
increased at higher temperatures for two reasons. First of all,

gas velocity increases with temperature because in order to
keep the stoichiometric ratio constant, the dry air mass flow
rate is kept constant. This means that at higher temperatures,
the higher water vapor content of fully humidified air causes
Sources 159 (2006) 560–569

a higher mass flow rate (and thus, velocity) in the bipolar
plate channels. The second effect is related to the magnitude
of the advection coefficient, ψ. This is strongly temperature-
dependent; and it reaches unity at 353 K, because the flow
in the channels becomes turbulent, and liquid water is trans-
ported as finely dispersed droplets in the gas stream.
The result of an increased liquid water diffusivity and a higher
advective flux out of the GDL is a lower saturation level in
the cathode pores. Since both oxygen effective diffusivity and
the reaction kinetics increase as the amount of liquid water
within the electrode decreases, it can be said that temperature
has a significant impact on these parameters as well.
Oxygen diffusivity, which is already lower for cooler air, is
further reduced by high saturation, and further increased at
high temperature by low saturation. It follows from our work
here that, for a dry electrode, oxygen diffusivity shows a 1.5-
fold increase from 303 to 353 K. If liquid water effects are
taken into account, then the oxygen diffusivity shows a 2.7-
fold increase in the same temperature interval.
Higher diffusivity causes a lower concentration gradient,
which results in a higher concentration of oxygen in the cat-
alyst layer, despite the lower concentration of oxygen in the
gas channel at higher temperature. The result of all of these
effects is a reduction of the cathode overpotential as temper-
ature increases, thus, increasing the limiting current.

Finally, it should be emphasized that even though the conclu-
ions just listed apply specifically to the PEMFC modelled and
xperimentally measured here, they are probably nonetheless
ore broadly applicable, i.e. to, at the very least, other PEMFCs
ith similar configurations and material characteristics which

all within the range of values considered here. Thus, we believe
hat our results provide both a qualitative and quantitative basis
or drawing needed insights into the behavior of these devices,
roviding guidance for model development and implementation
hich can move models similar to ours into the realm of general

pplicability necessary for their use as design tools.
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